
Accelerate Invoice processing with Artsyl’s InvoiceAction

Before you can transact invoices, manual processes
to extract and validate data from invoices is slow,
error prone and resource intensive. This causes
delayed revenue, poor customer satisfaction and
late or duplicate payment errors to suppliers.

This diminishes your investment in Acumatica to
help your business more efficient, competitive and
sustainable

InvoiceAction automates all the manual steps to
process an invoice. End-to-end.

Transform text to data, validates this data with your
system databases and routes invoices for Approval
and/or exception resolution.

Fully integrated with your ERP, InvoiceAction enters
data in the appropriate modules an/or other platforms
for collaboration or compliance requirements

Supplier Invoice Automation (AP)
A construction company has thousands of Invoices that come  in for payment from hundreds of subcontractors from 
various entry points and file formats.  The cost of processing invoices manually increases with company growth and 
jeopardizes financial performance in the future.
InvoiceAction will monitor all entry points, ingest the invoices (PO and Non-PO) in any format, classify them by vendor, 
extracts, validates and enters relevant data into financial systems.  This enabled a reduction in the AP resources and 
improved invoice payment accuracy and AP outstanding liabilities per quarter .

AP Automation – Solution Brief 
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ABOUT Expanding Acumatica AP Inbox 
What if your Invoice processing requirements exceed AP Inbox? 

InvoiceAction is a comprehensive end-to-end Invoice processing automation solution when capabilities 
beyond Acumatica’s AP INBOX are required. Based on Artsyl’s Intelligent Process Automation (IPA) platform, 
InvoiceAction has pre-configured process specific automation bots with foundational invoice processing 
intelligence which utilizes transformation technologies such as; Robotic Process Automation, AI Cognitive 
Services, Machine Learning, OCR/ICR, and iPaaS  and more. InvoiceAction  accelerates the availability of 
validated invoice data in Acumatica. 



LEARN MORE:   Acumatica Marketplace

Business Efficiencies
1. Optimizes cash management

2. Reduces operational costs

3. Increases transparency

4. Platform can be used for any 
document-based business process

HOW IT 
WORKS

ENTERPRISE 
BENEFITS

Improved Worker Efficiencies
1. One unified workforce of technology and people

2. Increases data accuracy from invoices

3. Increases user productivity

4. Accelerates approvals

5. Continuous improvement - Minimizes exceptions

Invoice action can be deployed as a Cloud or On-Prem subscription.
All bots have foundational intelligence which are customizable to meet your specific requirements. 
As invoices come in, they are picked up and processed, routed for approval and entered in financial 
systems.  Spend more time working ON your business and less time IN it!

For

Request a Demo Today

https://www.acumatica.com/acumatica-marketplace/artsyl-ap-invoice-processing-solution/
https://www.artsyltech.com/products/Trial


IPA Platform Factsheet


